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how to hell Wallace

lots get deal for March - re payoff
then Conn decide what he wants to do

I pick Conn in on dead deal + Rebut

to Termination. + Don't

Cenelia
1/20 0800 phone

if meet w/Mac this AM

P. that he had told him not to attack Dems

I didn't have said Stalinadesh of Dems

re honest

must always let Nix - not Dems

Dole - quit saying what RV must do

re Campaign after '68.

Tell de Scammon re. the All poll tax
Terraplane Man -
decision - not pro N - fascist - not smart
want to be paid well etc
"have to decide now: What you want to do"
Tues the call'd - not want to talk Fri or Sat
this n'ty is over for Sat AM
they think they'll help us by running Wallace
want to see new polls - since Con.
Decision will be in next two weeks
if we're going to take part in killing Con. Am. Am.
also should have RV, 7/21 plan. AL
not be back there in 50
saying Wallace should not run
Dent believes these groups are in the saddle
they are the two 3rd party agitators
if go thru legislature & counts to get on ballot
will be big moves in 50 away from Demo. Bushman at N fundraiser etc.
Bill France r. Smiler - mtg of March
re VP

Shed more skin

Cut off Janits maneuver

Not let him at Eighth, told it up

now to do it -

basis:

1. supply Ag. Ag will help P
   but Ag supply P will help P

2. Mac announce

3. Conn do it on Meet Best
   knocks Me & Ag down
   2 confirm - Ag react

pts to discuss:

- Control of his schedule
- Stay out of platform
- fit in US campaign strategy
  don't make issues the issue

be less controversial

Attack only on issues, not personalities

Never mention Eighth - only Me

- you're now in diff league & at a diff time
  you have to get equal time
  so don't have to be clever &
  do not take on press - in any form

must be no date. If Me - play
They that we bad more to teach.
all_steed up
but not too much to contain.
Bis man will ring & come.
He's his best man at his
full time - on his own.
Mary Williams is
called 4 prayers at 4 pm.
Be full stronger if not do it.
Things look as state we don't need hi.
from local of this - it's just a push.
Dem is in good shape.
A asked cant leg, P - not from some.
Can blow it by over doing.
A asked not to be defensive -
just stay positive.
They'll campaign against him.
Mary Williams says don't write off black.
He is very big of him.
Get them them the church.
MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

7/24

Trumpet & Better joint facility
U.S. Army in draft

Smith says he controls A.P. (D. Conn)

W. get them to move Conn. drafts up

(Prooby to hotel area over platform)

they’ve just past the cast-offs

... to well keep them

Don’t upset on top

Uncertainty at Conn. re Conn’s plane

Mary, Watson

Chester up here

Small staff

... rely on Conn. for AE & advertising

Cats out of it in a week
MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Connally

not create facts
but do anything to help his
almost certain next 3rd party
not go on Am. Party
Don't be worried re stories next 2-3 days
agreed all R had done
Want to be sure his views get there
Want somebody to give him plaudits
Recognize as hardest
Respectability
C told him knew he didn't need anything
Wald decision cause #people
wanted to win

Jake took to woman Lincoln
5 go with all their campaign material
5 is quite eager
We will not go to AP with Angry
Wth I'm sure I want 1/2 chances in a million lightning
wants little action to be recognized
C told Prate clear Dems on some footing
for appr to Justice Act etc

didn't want dry Thurs some of his people want to
C will be only on Thurs' only if for boss
but they know all have deficit
always will talk about it

And do want to after Lower Cyn 3-4
to him his people

C convinced (more explicit you write yourself)
you'll only help me

the only way to reception is tell tell tell about
if close destroy you
D you make it close by s wing
destroy your influence forever
in 76 if health good can run


MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Don't want to run on 3rd party. Have run only this yr.

Memorandum draft went: S-1000 have printed for John telling them Hov doesn't know it.

No comment on whether obviously a sick man

Conn set 2-3 calls on therapy then therapy home 3/29.

I think by noon:

Conn says that he asked to be in the group just needed it to leave icy reach.

Forget the heads of thing about campaign politics something said a first June 50th Iowa.

Not critical either way. Just couple more meetings - not final.
I only told Mom.
Called W. on phone - long talk
+ told him to wife

Very brief

Mom closed pet. account.

Mrs. W. often said admiral P. W. gets
the feel - he travels - come to Ala
W. said we'd love to have you
you got lots of visitors here

√ got film - Service @ Campbells
have one man take it down & show it
whenever he'd like to see it
saw him get lift.

I flew director of stuff on the film

× corn said setting stage to drop Eglin

√ be sure we guard agent

sympathy reaction to Eglin.
We don't Eglin to come bad
but got 5 or 6 lines for him &
made him look bad
1000 Aspen - pool

X P. made notes couple weeks ago
hand written - make photo start
outlines issues

C see Reigs for secondary speech - fell speech
after from podium
then the others from floor
then need Polish, Latin, Conrey

CDS P. covered by Conrey
shift lawyers, Doctors etc
10 Dem lawyers, Dem Mayors,
Dem State, Dem Women, Dem Youth

Buck P. wants 1-2 pp if
most vulnerable states McC has made
re begging, what he called theawyet etc.

Ick what maps play Conn amount get
very though analysis - all key states
g all major papers

Tone story re trace of grease
2.

Hit Post headlines re Conn.

Go ahead on committing P to Casey

I call Packard

maybe P. do SF cocktails

Then LA device

Then stay after denim in LA & shake hands

for post Conv. hand shake

have T & T in box

VP in the box

& from separate lines

C have a hand at Conv. - for Kent Chief

got the hand for Pa - the Valley Forge Deal

of the chance - do their big number

Copy

Call in sportsmen - Neilsen etc.

All States where it matters

take strongest ones. We must keep hi.

ame we beat Tydings

don't be fronting hand gurus

standing for right to have guns

for self protection
3.

be sure we'll get to record all key speeches.

Always get over film of Conn.

Any radio network for Conn speech.

Super mailing of Conn.

Where is Legion speech - get it to P.

Petition over speech - copies to T & J.

You may be helpful to them.

Cab etc. VIP.

This is the kind P. talk to P.
you all will make.

don't leave out the intangibles.

Withing courage, etc.

What's the man like?

What tell me stay at CD?

James other odd ends?

Rose up this whole - if she wants.

On campaign staff - Rose always take risks.

So Rose can make calls & see VIP's.
Crosby on camera - gleam - look.

Meditate all on platform.

You're on camera - look almost interested.

Be sure we're doing Ill State Fair
who's doing it now? - should be VP
have they done it, if not VP

give me a list of the 'must does'
by who's doing them.

Better intel on Rca 6 asked.

C. if don't do Bishop awonder
we speak as the Jew
his better than Jews
a calif Jew.
pic at caldo reception
ON at Connallys - let early AM
BB - the 16th or 17th
He is able to rent to Me. 6
It's free want undertake if he puts among
me

Frank up Met Friedman can write exam
cause Austin is cutting up Jews columnists
These perfect to take or the others

Rogers did not do good job on Shriver
didn't nail him hard enough
Need someone else than Rogers

Need someone in Defense field - beyond to but
Get fired as Neale's assistant

But make all responses in jury attack
Don't defend after their charges
Have to destroy Shriver now
ideas re accept speech
hit hard in political
give a fighting speech

take on def strongly
permissiveness
welfare ring around the Texas

hold up on Agnew for a while
don't unleash him 'til later
throw in the Rogers, Reid, Stein
Conn

all in real good shape

tempo increasing by moment

 Customer John less churn

Good mty up Del West. This AM

he's helping

mty up West gpy incl. Gov. - 8 AM

Kathy wired

Palucci to CBO Mem

really work

Cases Del K Mem opt in CBO

Minus VFW Regrets Then CBO

good talk up M

Join Delany came in upstairs 1st (Del 1st in line)

has 700 vs. - take on Matt Teri

still need Jurin lean 1 Phil Call in NY

do have a lot of Jones mending —
have all in mail
Sears hit & 30% War Dept
Dew

UII advance

But: Every people at work for a year
    careful delay. Work - comm at large
q - seaport - to 10 largest
    their formula has been lobbied to comm
white series present - we lost year 6:5
    we're against it. formula
    old take middle grad - that was defeated
10 days A.A.

Our people have done no delay. Work
    will win a few - lose a few
    ultimately a slow fight
we have no apparatus to hold
    they are heavily org the